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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Basically, this business is based on a new sole proprietorship where the businesses

it owned by just one individual. Owner of sole proprietorship will experience unlimited liability,

have less paperwork and fewer additional legal formalities that will easing registration

process. I am the owner of the business that personally responsible for its debt. The

business capital is amounted RM 80,000.

Go-gurt Enterprise is a business that focusing on customers’ needs and it is to help

them have provide healthy lifestyle, fresh and non-sugar drink to valuable customers and to

be world’s No.1 yogurt and smoothie brand. I am offering customers Go-gurt which is profit

retail business motivated to make every good yogurt in helping customer improve their

healthy lifestyle. To those likes to drink carbonate, they should try my Go-gurt product which

have a lot of benefit. Go-gurt we were using fresh or original fruits without adding any sugar.

Because we want customer to feel the originality fruits itself. There are variety flavor of fruits

that customer can choose. Go-gurt were incorporated at Bayan Lepas, Pulau Pinang. Price

of the Go-gurt in size medium is RM13.50.

Nowadays, we keep on listening a lot of people suffered from diabetes cause of

drinks something that have a lot of sugar it happened especially to adult. In some research,

there is approve which show that Malaysia having high number of diabetes patient. It is

happened because intake of sugar.so, with trying my Go-gurt may not increase number of

sugars in them. Because Go-gurt were using fresh or original fruits without adding any sugar

plus yogurt also customer can feel the originality fruits itself.

I expected that my business will become more developed in the near future because

with this new branding name which is Go-gurt, the demand will increase not only during

promotion day but in daily basis. This will give more advantages for me to make my product

and improving it to more profitable and capable in long run. Everybody should live in healthy

lifestyle which they need to eat lots of food that have vitamin. That where good to body.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Organization Background

 a) Name of the Organization : Go-gurt Enterprise

 b) Business Address :No.62, Jalan Tengah, Taman Sri Tunas,

Bayan Baru, 11950 Bayan Lepas,

Pulau Pinang.

 c) Website : www.go-gurt.com.my

Fb : Go-gurt

 d) Telephone Number : 04- 6454455

 e) Main Activities : Trading / selling

 f) Date of Commencement : 1st January 2021

 g) Date of Registration : 1st December 2020

http://www.go-gurt.com.my


1.2 Organization or Logo

Yellow

 Studies show that the meaning of the color yellow can be warmth, cheerfulness,

increased mental activity, increased muscle energy. The color yellow helps activate the

memory, encourage communication, enhance vision, freshness, happiness, positive,

loyalty and joy. I choose this color is so that customer will recognized easily.

Go-gurt

 My business company name is Go-gurt Enterprise which is selling yogurt and smoothie

drinks.

“Fill it your taste”

 By tasting Go-gurt, I guarantee my product will help customers to taste a deliciously

fresh fruits product that will improve healthy lifestyle.


